




Hello...

The first picture is of a theoretical lump...If it was really 
gnarly & complicated...What it might be made of & how that 
would look...

The second picture is a chart...It looks complicated too, but 
isnʼt really...The chart shows 12 body parts...(look at the 
Vertical column called Body)...Those 12 parts start at the top 
of the body & work your way down...Down the chart, down 
the body...



In each body part there are TWO elements...The MINUS 
element detoxes that body part...The PLUS element feeds & 
repairs it...They work as OPPOSITES...
The Brain column just shows what brain parts control what 
body parts...
Ok...So back to the lump picture...If there is a lump in the 
body, then it will contain at its centre “Lead”, then around that 
ball will be a layer of “Iron”, then a layer of Aluminum, & so 
on, for every PLUS element on the chart, going down the 
page from top to bottom...
So the very outside of our theoretical very complex lump will 
be the last PLus element on the chart, Molybdenum...



Now this pattern mimics the human body...Lead is your 
skeleton, bone...On top of that there is blood, Iron...On top of 
that is cholesterol, Aluminum...& so on...
Ok?

So say you want to get rid of that lump...
if the outside is made of Molybdenum, then you need its 
opposite, Boron, to dissolve that outer layer...

So, the order of dissolving this lump will be each MINUS 
element on the chart, starting from Boron & working your 
way UP the chart...



We are trying to dissolve each layer of the lump one by 
one...

Boron happens to be the strongest Minus element...

On the smaller chart below, you can see numbers beside the 
elements...

-12 is the strongest Minus element...

+12 is the strongest Plus element...



So for example, in the Liver, there is Minus element Oxygen 
with a strength of -7...

There is plus element Hydrogen with a strength of -6...

In the real world you find Oxygen in B17 or apricot kernels...

In the real world you find Hydrogen in water or ice or alcohol 
or juices...

Ok, so back to the order of things when trying to dissolve a 
lump...





A smart protocol to dissolve a lump should start with,

 Boron,

then Fluorine,

then Magnesium

Copper

Iodine

Oxygen



Selenium

Carbon

Potassium

Titanium

Manganese

Zinc...



Because theoretically, you are dissolving the outer layers of 
the lump first, then going inwards...

Now the next picture shows what typical lumps are made 
of...

Usually a benign lump is Calcium Oxalate(Calcium & Iron)...

A malignant lump is the same with the extra presence of 
Phosphorus...

So you would attack a benign lump first with Iodines, 
(opposite to calcium on the chart),



 then with Manganese(opposite to Iron on the chart)...

A malignant lump you would begin with Copper(opposite to 
Phosphorus on the chart), then your Iodine(opposite to 
Calcium), then your Manganese(opposite to Iron)...

To dissolve the lump, remember, you are working your way 
backwards up the chart-because yu are reverting the lump to 
its earliest state, then finally dissolving it completely...

Many alternative protocols seem to begin with people doing 
intravenous Vitamin C...Now C is a Zinc family that removes 



Lead...Great! BUT...if Lead is at the very centre of a lump, 
the C wonʼt touch it...I think that is why many alternative 
protocols fail...Because people tend to do the C first...Which 
doesnʼt dissolve the outer layer of a lump first...So the C isnʼt 
touching the Lead...
But say you started your alternative anti-lump anticancer 
program with Boron & worked your way upwards through the 
Minus items? What real world things could you be doing?

Ok, here is an idea...

Boron, (found in small flowered Willowherb)



then Fluorine,(found in Moringa Oleifera)

then Magnesium (found in Magnesium supplements)

Copper (found in Licorice Root & in Coffee like the “Fused” 
instant Coffee from Rain, & green tea & its extracts 
catechins)

Iodine (found in Kelp & Iodoral pills & Dong Quai & Black 
Cohosh & seaweed & Vinpocetine)



Oxygen (found in B17 & apricot kernels & milk thistle & 
Ginseng & Butcherʼs Broom & Heavy Metals Defense 
Powder)

Selenium (found in Pancreatic Enzymes & garlic & selenium 
& Lysine & cayenne pepper)

Carbon (found in Olive Oil & really all oils you like to eat)

Potassium (found in Stevia & Xylitol & in Graviola )

Titanium (found in Holy Basil & Hulled hemp seeds & 
Frankincense)



Manganese (found in Bloodroot capsules & all nuts & seeds 
like flaxseeds & sesame seeds & poppy seeds)

Zinc...(found in Humaworm antiparasitic-Wormwood, & in 
fruits & in Ginger root)





Ok...So that is an idea of how to approach a protocol to 
remove a lump from your body...

Each element on the Chart represents a whole family of 
things...

The Grove Health Science books helps to point out many of 
your options in the real world...

You have to choose for yourself what you can afford, what 
you like, & how much to take...



If there is cancer present, more is better, since herbs tend to 
be pretty weak...

There are instructions for how to do Diagnostic Imaging 
yourself on my site http://www.grovecanada.ca

If you can learn how to do that, then you will be able to better 
see what the lump you are trying to get rid of is made of...

Ask me for help if you need it...

Sari Grove on Facebook, friend me first, then message 
me...I can edit a picture for you if you need help with that...

http://www.grovecanada.ca
http://www.grovecanada.ca


This work is always a work in progress, & might be updated 
along the way...

So be sure to check for corrections along the way...

I make mistakes like everybody else...Possibly more than 
everybody else...Lol! 

Sari Grove(Sari sounds like Mary)


